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Minesweeper
(Special Forces,
Book 2) Dec 31
2019 "All the sizzle,
chaos, noise and
scariness of war is
clay in the hands of
ace storyteller
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Lynch." -- Kirkus
Reviews for the
World War II series
Discover the secret
missions behind
America's greatest
conflicts.Fergus
Frew thought he
knew what to
1/20

expect when he
signed up with the
Navy's demolitions
team. But as the
Korean War rages
on, Fergus and his
fellow divers -- AKA
"frogmen" -- are
tasked with
more
Access
Free
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than just scouting
mudflats. Soon
they're planting
mines. And
sabotaging tunnels,
bridges... and even
fishing nets.
Strangest of all, it
falls to Fergus to
transport a spy into
the country -- and
that means
traveling far from
Navy-controlled
waters.But frogmen
are amphibious.
And Fergus may not
realize it, but he's
in a position to
change the way the
whole world thinks
about
combat.National
Book Award finalist
Chris Lynch
continues his
explosive fiction
series based on the
real-life, top-secret
history of US black
ops and today's
heroic Navy SEALs.
Sterne, the
Moderns, and the
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Novel Jun 04 2020
Thomas Keymer is a
2011 Fellow of The
Royal Society of
Canada. The author
of Tristram Shandy
(1759-67) is often
seen as an
anachronism - a
belated exponent of
learned-wit satire
whose kinship is
with Montaigne, or
a proto-modernist
whose narrative
pyrotechnics
anticipate Joyce.
Yet to many
contemporaries
Sterne's writing
was emphatically of
its immediate time,
a voguish
compound of all
things modern that
seemed to typify, if
not indeed
constitute, a
'Shandy-Age'. In
this historicizing
study, Thomas
Keymer
demonstrates the
self-conscious
2/20

imbrication of
Tristram Shandy in
the diverse literary
culture of its
extended moment.
Not only absorbing
but also updating
Swift's Tale of a
Tub, Sterne's text
turns the satirical
resources of
Scriblerian writing
on the postScriblerian literary
marketplace, and
above all on that
quintessentially
modern genre, the
novel itself. For all
its anticipation of
later trends, his
play on narrative
representation,
linguistic
indeterminacy, the
unruliness of
reading and the
materiality of text
turns out to be
firmly grounded in
the conventions and
tropes of mideighteenth-century
Access Free
fiction. Through
the
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mechanisms of
improvisatory
serialization, Sterne
could also engage
with other new
texts and trends as
they continued to
emerge, including
'Nonsense Club'
satire, the Ossianic
vogue, and debates
about the Seven
Years War.
Kissing the
Cowboy Aug 26
2019 After drinking
a bottle of wine,
Harper tells her
business rival that
she recently got
engaged. Once the
hangover wears off,
Harper realizes she
now needs a fake
fiancé or to admit
she lied. Wanting to
avoid the backlash,
she asks her
childhood best
friend for a favor.
She can pretend
she's not in love
with him, but her
traitorous body
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reveals otherwise.
Ethan Bishop will
do anything for
Harper, even if it's
crazy and means
risking his heart.
Pretending to be
engaged to the
woman he's always
loved proves to be
difficult-especially
when repressed
feelings bubble to
the surface. He only
wants to help, but
everyone in his life
sees through his
façade. It's hard to
know what's real or
fake when their
private moments
turn intimate. When
they cross the line
and fall between
the sheets, the
truth is undeniable.
Just as they feared,
their friendship's no
longer the same.
However, one
thing's certainthere's no going
back now. **Kissing
the Cowboy is a
3/20

complete standalone and can be
read without
reading any of the
other books or spinoff series, but if you
prefer to read in
order, start with
Hitching the
Cowboy as the
characters and
families do
interconnect.**
The Intern Trilogy
Mar 26 2022 THE
INTERN TRILOGYThe Complete
Series-MAD ABOUT
YOU, #1She's sexy,
fierce, and a loudmouthed know-itall...and she's
completely off
limits. Cecilia isn't
your typical college
student. Hell, she
isn't a college
student at all, but
that doesn't stop
her from applying
for one of the
biggest and
prestigious
Free
enterprisesAccess
in the
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Midwest. She wants
it. She takes it. She
doesn't let anything
get in her way
when it comes to
finding out the
truth. When Bentley
Leighton, soon-tobe CEO of Leighton
Enterprises, meets
"Ceci," he's
instantly impressed.
He doesn't have
time to train a new
intern. However,
when he sees her
that first day, his
intentions begin to
change. He's the
boss. She's the
intern. Nothing can
happen. It's against
the company rules.
Then again, rules
were made to be
broken. What starts
as innocent flirting
becomes raveled up
into so much moresecrets, lies, deceit.
ONLY WANT YOU,
#2I should've
known.I should've
listened to my
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gut.But I didn't.I
listened with the
wrong head.And
where did it get
me?Secrets.Lies.De
ceit.She embodied
them all. Deceived
her way into my
company.Lied about
who she was.Kept
secrets from me
after convincing me
I could trust
her.Those walls she
tore down are back
up in full
force.Cold. Angry.
Unforgiving.She
was no longer my
intern. She was no
longer mine.CALL
YOU MINE,
#3Sometimes
happily ever after
isn't quite what it
seems.Bentley and
Ceci thought they
had their happy
ending, but not
everything or
everyone will be as
it seems. Fortune
and fame have a
price, and when the
4/20

past comes back to
ruin their perfectly,
stable family, how
will they recover
their once epic love
story?You thought
their story was
over, but it was
only the
beginning.Due to
explicit sexual
descriptions and
adult language,
recommended for
readers 18+ only.
Baby Yours Jun 24
2019 The worst day
of my life happened
when Brandon
died.Ê We had our
entire future
mapped out.Ê
Careers, marriage,
kidsÑin that
order.Ê Then the
universe threw a
curveball and
ended it all.Ê As I
come to terms with
everything, I learn
IÕm carrying his
baby. Now IÕm
living with his
Free
roommate,Access
the guy
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whoÕs made my life
a living hell the
past two years.
HunterÕs now the
one to hold me up
when all I want to
do is fall.Ê Knowing
my religious
parents will never
accept the
pregnancy out of
wedlock, Hunter
offers to be my fake
husband. While I
think heÕs gone
crazy, itÕs the only
plan thatÕll keep
them in my life. So I
do whatever it
takes to make our
relationship
believableÑkissing,
touching, even
letting him hold me
when we sleep. The
lines are so blurred
neither of us want
to admit weÕre no
longer pretending.Ê
The guilt of what
weÕre doing eats
me alive as I
struggle to deal
with my emotions. I
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push him away, but
he pulls me closer,
showing me how
heÕs always felt.Ê
Just as I begin to
follow my heart, I
learn HunterÕs
been keeping
secrets. And IÕm
left to make the
hardest decision of
my lifeÉ Baby Yours
is book 2 in the
Hunter & Lennon
duet and must be
read after Baby
Mine. Baby Mine
and Baby Yours is
recommended for
mature audiences
only due to
sensitive subject
matter. This book
contains the death
of a loved one and
grief.
The Apprentice
Witch Jan 12 2021
Arianwyn fluffs her
witch's assessment
- instead of
qualifying, she's
declared an
apprentice and sent
5/20

to remote Lull in
disgrace. Then her
arch-enemy, mean
girl Gimma, arrives
on holiday
determined to make
her life a misery.
But as a mysterious
darkness begins to
haunt her spells,
Arianwyn realizes
there's much more
than her pride at
stake ...
Dangerous
Temptations Nov
02 2022
The End of Us Nov
21 2021 What
happens when a
stalker threatens
your life and
youÕre flown to a
private beach house
with your sexy new
bodyguard? You
break the rules and
hope he falls madly
in love with you.
The End of Us is an
opposites attract,
forbidden, age gap
standalone
romance. Access Free
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Spark Jun 28 2022
When your past
controls your
future, how do you
move
forward?Velaney
Wills knows about
that all too well.
Weak, powerless,
and fearing the one
person who has
hurt her the
most…can she
overcome the
barriers to move
forward?Being
saved by a muscled
Godsend was never
on her agenda, but
when firefighter,
Eric Reilley comes
into her life
unexpectedly,
everything changes.
Velaney has never
felt loved or cared
for, and her past
prevents her from
letting anyone in.
Eric manages to
break down her
walls—despite the
repercussions that
come for them
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afterwards.They
have an undeniable
spark—something
she has never felt
before, but will it
be enough? Can
love overcome all
obstacles? Can they
save each other to
protect their love or
will her past shatter
everything she
never knew she
needed…?**Spark
is for mature
audiences only –
strong language,
explicit sexual
content, and sexual
abuse are
apparent.**
Kitchen Affairs Feb
22 2022 Drake
Staglinao is from a
wealthy empire
family who runs
Riverside Hotel &
Restaurant in
downtown Chicago.
He's attractive,
charming, witty,
and will do
whatever it takes to
get the one he
6/20

wants, Molly
Woods. Molly, a
chef intern at his
five-star restaurant,
shows no interest in
dating Drake, or
dating at all for that
matter since the
death of her fiance
four years earlier.
After several
attempts, Drake
goes to extreme
measures to get
some alone time
with Molly,
knowing that he
just needs a few
hours for her to
realize their intense
chemistry is too hot
to ignore. Drake
finds out why Molly
is reserved and
guarded - but that
doesn't stop him
from getting who
he wants. Molly and
Drake need to keep
their relationship
private, but when a
surveillance video
goes viral of the
Access
Free
two of them,
they
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must overcome
obstacles that most
relationships don't
have to endure.
Molly needs to let
go of her past in
order to let Drake
in... but how far can
she go without
cracking? Fall in
love With Drake
and Molly as you
laugh and cry
through their
unusual love story!
*Contains Mature
Adult Content*
Make Me Stay Sep
19 2021
The Experiences of
Loveday Brooke
Aug 07 2020 What
is a young lady like
Loveday Brooke
doing in a private
detective agency?
She's working
there, as a clever
sleuth, a female
Sherlock Holmes of
sorts. Excerpts:
"Loveday Brooke, at
this period of her
career, was a little
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over thirty years of
age, and could be
best described in a
series of
negations."She was
not tall, she was not
short; she was not
dark, she was not
fair; she was
neither handsome
nor ugly. Her
features were
altogether
nondescript; her
one noticeable trait
was a habit she
had, when absorbed
in thought, of
dropping her
eyelids over her
eyes till only a line
of eyeball showed,
and she appeared
to be looking out at
the world through a
slit, instead of
through a window.
Her dress was
invariably black,
and was almost
Quaker-like in its
neat primness."But
what one could say
affirmatively about
7/20

her was that
Loveday Brooke
was a naturally
talented private
detective, a chosen
career that had cut
her off sharply from
her former
associates and her
position in society
Taming Him Jul 06
2020
Unconventional
Warfare (Special
Forces, Book 1)
Nov 09 2020
Discover the secret
missions behind
America's greatest
conflicts. Danny
Manion has been
fighting his entire
life. Sometimes
with his fists.
Sometimes with his
words. But when
his actions finally
land him in real
trouble, he can't
fight the judge who
offers him a choice:
jail... or the army.
Turns out there's a
Access
perfect place
forFree
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him in the US
military: the
Studies and
Observation Group
(SOG), an elite
volunteer-only task
force comprised of
US Air Force
Commandos, Army
Green Berets, Navy
SEALS, and even a
CIA agent or two.
With the SOG's
focus on covert
action and
psychological
warfare, Danny is
guaranteed an
unusual tour of
duty, and a hugely
dangerous one.
Fortunately, the
very same qualities
that got him in
trouble at home
make him a naturalborn commando in
a secret war. Even
if almost nobody
knows he's there.
National Book
Award finalist Chris
Lynch begins a
new, explosive
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fiction series based
on the real-life, topsecret history of US
black ops.
Hot for Teacher
Apr 14 2021 It was
just supposed to be
a summer
fling...AidenI met
her over the
summer. She was
ready to lose her
virginity and I was
happy to help. Then
she ghosted me,
disappearing as if
she never existed.
Until our paths
crossed and I saw
her again-in the
front row of my
homeroom class. A
high school student.
A liar. Everything I
ever wanted in one
perfect package. I
should protect
myself and my
career--play her
pretend-we-nevermet game. If only I
could. EmersynThe
first day of senior
year, his name was
8/20

already the steady
hum in every
hallway.Mr.
Singleton. He was
single all right. And
more attractive
than any high
school History
teacher had a right
to be. With his
perfect face and
chiseled muscles,
he easily rivaled a
Greek god. The
worst part? I
already know him.
We spent an
unforgettable
weekend together
this summer. I
didn't intend to
seduce my teacher.
It just happened,
somewhere among
the chaos of my life.
I see it every time
our eyes meet-the
undeniable
connection that
brings us closer to
crossing the line
every day.What we
feel is forbidden
Access
FreeI
but...he wants
me.
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need him. We are
so screwed.
Mad about You May
28 2022
Falling for the Bad
Boy Mar 02 2020
Never trust a man
who answers the
door wearing
nothing more than
a pair of low-cut
jeans and a pantymelting smirk. That
should've been my
first sign. I write
about guys like him
for a living--sexy
and charming, yet
reluctant to get into
a serious
relationship. His
body screams sex
appeal, but his
condescending
personality makes
him a classic
f*ckboy. And I want
nothing to do with
that. Writing
romance novels
comes with its
perks-traveling,
meeting new
people, creating
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characters from the
voices in my headbut Ethan
Rochester enters
my life and
rearranges my
preconceived
notions about
writing what
inspires you.
Meeting him was
fate, but falling for
him was inevitable.
And forgetting him
will be impossible.
My Week with the
Bad Boy Aug 31
2022 Never trust a
man who answers
the front door
wearing nothing
more than a pair of
low-cut jeans and a
panty-melting
smirk. That
should've been my
first sign. I write
about guys just like
him for a living-sexy
and charming, yet
reluctant to get into
a serious
relationship. His
body screams sex
9/20

appeal, but his
condescending
personality makes
him a classic
f*ckboy. And I want
nothing to do with
that. Writing
romance novels
comes with its
perks-traveling,
meeting new
people, creating
characters from the
voices in my headbut Ethan
Rochester enters
my life and
rearranges all my
preconceived
notions about
writing what
inspires you. One
week is all it took.
One week to realize
that not everything
is as it seems. One
week with the bad
boy, and I wanted
more.
Forbidden Jan 30
2020 I'm her
teacher... but rules
are made to be
Access Free
broken. Lennon
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Eight years
together and my
high school
sweetheart cheats
on me. C'est la vie.
I'm moving on,
hopelessly defeated
by love and
relationships. Until
I see her, a darkhaired beauty at a
friend's wedding
slipping a stolen
beer bottle under
her skirt. And when
I catch her drinking
it in my car, her
ballsy attitude
blows my mind
...and that's not all
she blows. Can't
wait to see this
little firecracker
again. Though I
didn't expect to see
Darcy so soon, just
two days later
sitting in my class on the first day of
my first teaching
job after finishing
college. Not the
best start to my
career. I'm
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intrigued by her,
although it's wrong.
Her sexy smile, the
way she licks her
lips at me when I
look at her, the way
she moves - they all
make me rock hard
and drive me wild. I
know she wants me
too, but I have to
push her out of my
mind. This can't
happen... we can't
happen. There are
rules against
teachers having s*x
with their students,
and I've spent six
long years working
my ass off to get to
this point. I won't
throw it all away
now. She's a divine
temptation, but
she's forbidden,
nonetheless. ***
Forbidden is a
heartwarming new
adult romance
featuring a hot and
steamy relationship
between a teacher
and his student. NO
10/20

cliffhanger, NO
cheating, and a
happy-ever after
guaranteed!
This Is War May 04
2020 Travis King is
the worst kind of
asshole.He taunts
me for being a good
girl and mocks my
high standards.
He's cruel, crass,
and has enough
confidence to last
two lifetimes. And I
hate him.It wouldn't
matter so much if
he were avoidable.
But considering
he's my older
brother's best
friend and
roommate, I see
him more than I'd
ever want to.His
sculpted abs and
gorgeous eyes are
wasted on such an
arrogant man,
which makes me
hate him even
more.Even though
I've had a crush on
Free
him since IAccess
was ten,
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the feelings weren't
mutual and he's
always made that
very clear.He's
always loved
getting under my
skin and one night
against my better
judgment, I let him
in my bed. I've
succumbed to his
manwhore ways,
but that doesn't
change a
thing.Because the
King is about to get
played at his own
game-and
lose.Checkmate.
Call You Mine Jun
16 2021 Sometimes
happily ever after
isn't quite what it
seems.Bentley and
Ceci thought they
had their happy
ending, but not
everything or
everyone will be as
it seems. Fortune
and fame have a
price, and when the
past comes back to
ruin their perfectly,
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stable family, how
will they recover
their once epic love
story?You thought
their story was
over, but it was
only the beginning.
Her Perfect Nov
29 2019 Everyone
has secrets.
Although, I was a
master at
concealing mine.
But part of hiding
was deception, and
I'd become a
veritable Pinocchio.
He was like two
different people-Eli
and Dr. Paxton.
While I knew the
latter would turn
out to be an
incredible teacher,
the idea of Eli being
more threw me for
a loop. I couldn't
separate the two,
and it seemed
vastly inappropriate
and strangely
alluring. The
practical side of me
needed to win the
11/20

war inside my mind.
I had to please the
teacher, not the
man. But once I'd
cross that line,
there was no
turning back.For
either of us.
Save the Date Jul
26 2019 Can this
wedding be saved?
Up-and-coming
floral designer Cara
Kryzik is about to
score the wedding
of a lifetime—one
that will solidify her
career as the go-togirl for Savannah
society nuptials.
The only problem
is, life seems to be
conspiring against
her. Cara's
implacable father,
"The Colonel",
doesn't believe in
Cara's business
savvy and is about
to call in his twentythousand-dollar
loan. Then, on the
morning that
Access her
Free
someone steals
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dog, Cara's
refrigerator goes on
the blink, turning
twelve thousand
dollars' worth of
gorgeous blooms
into road kill. And if
that's not enough,
the dog-napper,
Jack Finnerty, turns
up at her latest
wedding and then
mysteriously leaves
her stranded on the
dance floor. All this
turmoil will be
solved if Cara can
pull off the lavish
TrappnellStrayhorn wedding.
The payday will
solve all her
problems—even the
looming problem of
a celebrated florist
named Cullen
Keane who is
moving into her turf
from Charleston.
But the wedding is
in six weeks, the
bride is acting
strangely (even for
a bride) and the
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stepmother of the
bride is becoming
Cara's biggest
headache. What
Cara needs is to
focus, but that's not
easy when Jack is
turning up at every
wedding in
Savannah (the man
seems to know
everybody), with
Cara in his sights
and seduction on
his mind. When
Brooke Trappnell
spirals into a
shocking crisis and
the wedding is in
jeopardy, Cara
must come to the
rescue and figure
out what she really
believes in. Is it
love? Is it her own
strength? In the
end, for everyone,
"Save the Date" has
more meanings
than one. Told with
Mary Kay
Andrews's
trademark wit and
keen eye for detail,
12/20

Save the Date is the
New York Times
bestselling novel
you won't want to
miss.
Killing Time in
Cambridge Jul 18
2021 In Killing
Time in Cambridge,
we meet Detective
Chief Inspector
Cyril Lane, known
to everyone as
Arnold. During his
career, Arnold has
had experiences he
would rather not
have had, seen
things he wished he
hadn't seen and
encountered things
he cannot explain.
But Arnold's
experiences in
Killing Time in
Cambridge are
truly unlike any
other. Among these
are time travel and
the arrival of an
exceptional
assistant. The story
is set in the historic
Access Free
city of Cambridge
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and in the
surrounding Fens.
The Two of Us Aug
19 2021 What
happens when the
entire world shuts
down and youÕre
quarantined in a
cabin with your
brotherÕs best
friend? You take
every chance to
make his life
miserable, the same
way he did yours,
and most definitely
donÕt fall in love.
The Two of Us is an
enemies to lovers,
brotherÕs best
friend standalone
romance set in
modern-day 2020.Ê
Chasing Him Oct
21 2021 John
Bishop isn't your
typical single dad.
Reserved,
impatient, and
utterly clueless.
Running the
family's bed and
breakfast has many
perks. Working long
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hours, picking up
after the guests,
and hearing couples
going at it all night
long aren't any of
them. Hooking up
with girls who come
to the ranch for
horseback riding
lessons? Best perk
of them all. That is
until a baby shows
up at his doorstep
with a note
claiming it's his.
Growing up on a
ranch was anything
but easy, but
raising a newborn
is proving to be the
hardest task he'll
ever tackle. Leaving
the bachelor life
behind, his only
priority is to hire a
nanny who can
teach him a thing or
two about
parenting-except he
doesn't anticipate
her being gorgeous
and quirky with an
unhealthy football
obsession. Mila
13/20

Carmichael has
many talentsmaking balloon
animals, creating
origami art, and
remaining in the
friend zone. Often
seen as one of the
guys, she's struck
out more times than
a rookie baseball
player. Seeking a
new adventure, she
flies to Texas to
visit family and is
offered a position
she can't refuse.
Helping out a new
dad should come
easy to her,
considering her
past experience,
but what she
doesn't anticipate is
him being an
attractive Southern
temptation. But
that's only the
beginning. While
growing close to his
family and falling
madly in love with
the baby girl who's
Access Free
stealing their
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hearts, things are
bound to get
complicated.
Everyone knows not
to mix business
with pleasure. That
means no late
movie nights, no
stolen glances, and
definitely no kissing
behind closed
doors. Too bad the
universe has other
plans-one that'll
threaten to take
away the main
thing that binds
them together.
Pushing the Limits
Jan 24 2022 From
USA Today
Bestselling Author
comes a new adult
student teacher
romance that will
have you laughing
one moment and
crying the next...
He's my art
professor. I'm his
student. With an
electric connection
and undeniable
chemistry, I know it
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won't be long until
one of us cracks.
When the
opportunity arises
to pose naked for
the entire art class,
I can't help the
thrill of knowing
he'll be watching
me. While they all
look past me with
their eyes narrowed
and concentrated,
drawing only the
lines and angles of
my body, he sees
right through me
down to my
vulnerability. He
sees more than just
the physical
aspects--he sees
me. That's when I
see the struggle in
his features as he
tries to stay in
control. How do we
keep our distance
when everything
seems to be pulling
us together? What
feels so right can
only go wrong if we
keep pushing the
14/20

limits. *This is a
standalone novel
recommended for
ages 18 & above
due to explicit
sexual content,
language, and adult
content.*
Wrangling the
Cowboy Oct 09
2020
Pushing the
Limits Oct 01 2022
From USA Today
Bestselling Author
comes a new
contemporary
(student/teacher)
romance
standalone... He's
my art professor.
I'm his student.
With an electric
connection and
undeniable
chemistry, I know it
won't be long until
one of us cracks.
When the
opportunity arises
to pose naked for
the entire art class,
I can't help the
Access Free
thrill of knowing
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he'll be watching
me. While they all
look past me with
their eyes narrowed
and concentrated,
drawing only the
lines and angles of
my body, he sees
right through me
down to my
vulnerability. He
sees more than just
the physical
aspects-he sees me.
That's when I see
the struggle in his
features as he tries
to stay in control.
How do we keep
our distance when
everything seems to
be pulling us
together? What
feels so right can
only go wrong if we
keep pushing the
limits.
Falling for the
Cowboy Dec 11
2020 Never trust a
man who wears
nothing more than
a cowboy hat and
ripped jeans who
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asks if you’d like to
save a horse and
ride a . . . well, you
get the picture.
That should’ve been
enough for me to
walk away. I’ve
been warned on
several occasions
about southern
men—with their
sexy accents,
charming manners,
and the ability to
easily get any
woman in
bed—which is
something I’ll be
avoiding. Being a
professional
photographer has
many
perks—traveling
around the world,
calling all the shots,
and working with
subject matter that
isn’t bad to look
at—but Colton
Langston with his
washboard abs and
baby blue eyes,
could care less
about my current
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project. He’s
trouble, I know it,
and he’s
determined to make
me work for every
single photo. When
I’m forced into
riding lessons, I get
way more than I
ever bargained for,
and by the time my
trip is over, I’m in
too deep. Being
with him was
thrilling, but falling
for him was
unpredictable. And
ignoring him will be
impossible.
The Alchemists of
Loom Oct 28 2019
Ari lost everything
she once loved
when the Five
Guilds' resistance
fell to the Dragon
King. Now, she uses
her gift for
clockwork
machinery to earn a
living on the black
market. Cvareh
would do anything
Access Free
to see his sister
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usurp the Dragon
King's place on the
throne, and the
Alchemist Guild on
Loom might hold
the key. When Ari
stumbles across a
wounded Cvareh,
she sees an
opportunity to
slaughter an enemy
and make a profit.
He sees an
opportunity to
navigate Loom with
the best person to
get him where he
wants to go. He
offers Ari the one
thing she can't
refuse: a wish of
her greatest desire,
if she brings him to
the Alchemists of
Loom. -The Spark Trilogy
Jul 30 2022 THE
SPARK TRILOGYThe Complete
Series-SPARK,
#1When your past
controls your
future, how do you
move
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forward?Velaney
Wills knows about
that all too well.
Weak, powerless,
and fearing the one
person who has
hurt her the
most...can she
overcome the
barriers to move
forward?Being
saved by a muscled
Godsend was never
on her agenda, but
when firefighter,
Eric Reilley comes
into her life
unexpectedly,
everything changes.
Velaney has never
felt loved or cared
for, and her past
prevents her from
letting anyone in.
Eric manages to
break down her
walls-despite the
repercussions that
come for them
afterwards.They
have an undeniable
spark-something
she has never felt
before, but will it
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be enough? Can
love overcome all
obstacles? Can they
save each other to
protect their love or
will her past shatter
everything she
never knew she
needed...?BURN,
#2Just when
Velaney thinks she
is safe again...her
worst nightmare
comes back to
haunt her.Eric is
dealing with his
own insecurities as
he tries to accept
Velaney's decision
to help the
enemy...can he get
past it? Will they be
there for each other
in the end?Eric
struggles to step
aside and trust
Velaney...but will
his past keep him
from doing so? Can
he let go in order to
move
forward?Velaney
and Eric had their
Access
fair share of
upsFree
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and downs in
SPARK...their love
was undeniable and
intense. Just when
you think they
could get their
happily ever
after...pasts collide
and merge
together...will they
fight for what they
want?Or will their
love crash and
burn?FLAME,
#3Carissa Wright
doesn't do
relationships.
Raised with a junkie
mother and an
alcoholic father,
building
relationships were
far off her list.
Rather, one nightstands were her
usual. Carissa has
one constant in her
life-her best friend
Velaney.
Completely
opposite of each
other, yet they
balance each other
out.Although
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Carissa admits to
only wanting sex
and nothing more,
will she allow the
one guy who wants
to break down her
walls or will she run
out of fear for
finally letting her
guard down?She is
unfamiliar with
these feelings and
wants nothing more
than to walk away
without a shattered
heart. Will she be
able to find the
courage in order to
turn her flame into
a long lasting
relationship?With
walls built up &
emotions turned
off, can she learn to
put her heart on the
line?Or will each
guy just be another
flame? Due to
explicit sexual
descriptions and
adult language,
recommended for
readers 18+ only.
Winning the
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Cowboy Sep 07
2020
Bad Girlfriend Apr
26 2022 From USA
Today Bestselling
Author comes a gutwrenchingly
beautiful
standalone novella
about a girl who
just wants to live
her life and a boy
who just wants to
help her live it...
What if time was
the only thing that
kept you from
falling in love?
What if you knew
when your time was
up? Kate Wesley
knows about that
all too well. When
time is no longer on
her side, she
decides to live. To
be spontaneous and
live with no regrets.
But her perfectly
crafted plan is
shattered when she
meets Gabe and the
moment he comes
Access
face to face
withFree
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her, he realizes he
doesn't ever want
to let go. No matter
how fast she runs
away. Life has a
tricky way of
catching up to you,
of forcing your
hand, of leaving you
with no choice.
Kate accepts her
destiny and pushes
anyone out that
threatens to get
close. But how will
she feel when Gabe
pushes back?
Would you give
your heart to
someone if you
knew it wouldn't
last forever? Would
you risk it anyway
for a chance at
love? **Bad
Girlfriend is a
standalone novella
intended for mature
audiences only.**
Zodiac May 16
2021 The New York
Times bestselling
novel ZODIAC is
the first book in a
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breathtaking sci-fi
series inspired by
astrology that will
stun fans of The
Illuminae Files and
the Starbound
trilogy. At the dawn
of time, there were
13 Houses in the
Zodiac Galaxy. Now
only 12 remain....
Rhoma Grace is a
16-year-old student
from House Cancer
with an unusual
way of reading the
stars. While her
classmates use
measurements to
make accurate
astrological
predictions, Rho
can’t solve for ‘x’ to
save her life—so
instead, she looks
up at the night sky
and makes up
stories. When a
violent blast strikes
the moons of
Cancer, sending its
ocean planet offkilter and killing
thousands of
18/20

citizens—including
its beloved
Guardian—Rho is
more surprised
than anyone when
she is named the
House’s new
leader. But, a true
Cancrian who loves
her home fiercely
and will protect her
people no matter
what, Rho accepts.
Then, when more
Houses fall victim
to freak weather
catastrophes, Rho
starts seeing a
pattern in the stars.
She suspects
Ophiuchus—the
exiled 13th
Guardian of Zodiac
legend—has
returned to exact
his revenge across
the Galaxy. Now
Rho—along with
Hysan Dax, a young
envoy from House
Libra, and Mathias,
her guide and a
member of her
Access Free
Royal Guard—must
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travel through the
Zodiac to warn the
other Guardians.
But who will believe
anything this young
novice says? Whom
can Rho trust in a
universe defined by
differences? And
how can she
convince twelve
worlds to unite as
one Zodiac?
Embark on a
dazzling journey
with ZODIAC, the
first novel in an
epic sci-fi-meetshigh-fantasy series
set in a galaxy
inspired by the
astrological signs.
Rule Him: A
Student/Teacher
Romance Sep 27
2019 Candy lives in
a gilded cage on the
Upper East Side,
where money is no
object but she
hungers for more.
Living for
literature, she
dreams of writing a
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novel or becoming
an English
teacher.At Lincoln
High, all anyone
wants to talk about
is her upcoming
eighteenth and the
school prom. Candy
wants to focus on
improving her
grades and look for
a tutor; ten into the
classroom walks
Parker Newell, the
new English
teacher for the last
semester. He is
HOT.Candy's
interest in English
is even greater
when he offers to
tutor her. But
nothing can happen
between teacher
and student. The
hot as hell teacher
couldn't be
interested in her.
She's just a fool
with a schoolgirl
crush. Yet, it looks
like his behavior
might indicate he
just may want some
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sweet Candy after
all...
The Intern, Vol. 2
Mar 14 2021 My
cock noticed her
before I did.She
came out of
nowhere.Completel
y unexpected.And I
let her
in...unwillingly.But
she gave me no
choice.She
sledgehammered
my thick walls,
leaving me charmed
by her knowledge,
and seduced by her
beauty.I was
captivated.And
now...it was about
to tumble down in a
tsunami of
lies.Uncertainty
riveted my core as
my anger
spread...she was
impossible to
forget.After all, she
was still my
intern.Forbidden.Lu
st.Betrayal.I felt all
of those things for
Access
her at once.
But Free
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only one would
destroy us.26,000
words*The Intern is
a three-part erotic
romance serial.*Not
suitable for readers
under 18.
Forcing You Away
Apr 02 2020
Shouldn't Want
You: A Forbidden
Love Romance Dec
23 2021 One wrong
decision. One
unfaithful night.
One haunting
reality. One night
was all it took. One
night to ruin
everything I knew.
They call me a gold
digger. The woman
who seduced a man
twice her age. But
they don't know the
real story. I thought
the secret that
could ruin me
would stay hidden.
Then he barged into
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my life and
threatened to
unravel it all. He's
the last person I
should want.
However, he'd be
easier to resist if he
didn't want me too.
**This is a fulllength stand-alone
novel with no
cliffhanger. HEA
depends on who
you ask.
Recommended for
readers 18 and up
due to strong
language and
explicit sexual
content.**
Previously titled
Dangerous
Temptations.
My Teacher Feb
10 2021 Jack
Parker has three
rules. One, never
ever fuck a student.
Two, never ever fall
for a student.
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Three, don't ever
break any of the
first two rules. He's
just broken every
single one. She's
forbidden, a
temptation he
should resist, but
she's just become
his very reason for
living. Lucia Deen
is used to being
bullied, alone, with
no one to turn to
until he enters her
life. He cares,
showing that her
safety matters, that
she matters. But
he's her teacher.
It's wrong. It's
dangerous-and
she's already
addicted. Secrets
are made to be
kept, but theirs are
about to be blown
apart. Can their
forbidden love
survive the fallout?
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